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Introduction.   Let k(x) be a fixed L^-co, oo) function. Then if

P   k(x-y)f(y)dy
J -   QO

exists (either in the sense of Riemann or Lebesgue) for sufficiently large x, we

define

(1) g(x)= f   k{x-y)f{y)dy.
J — oo

All functions discussed are assumed to be real-valued and g(x) will always refer to

the function defined by (1).

This paper is concerned with consequences of the Tauberian assumption that

(2) g(x)/f(x)-*L       (x-*co)

where L > 0. An important role will be played by functions <fi(x) which satisfy

(3) lim ifi(x+a)/<fi(x) = 1   for every fixed a;
X-*ao

the letter ^ will be reserved exclusively for functions which satisfy (3). In [4] these

functions are called slowly varying at oo.

The situation discussed here complements that discussed in several classical

papers. For example, J. Karamata [7] showed that if

k(t) - ele-et,

and if /is positive and increasing, then from

(4) g(x) = e**Kx)       (A è 0)

follows

(5) f(x) ~ f(¿T) ****(*)

where <fi satisfies (3); conversely, f(x)=[V(\+l)]-1eÄxifi(x) implies that g(x)

~eKx<l>(x).
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More recently, Feller [3], [4] noted that (4) and (5) are in turn equivalent to

(6) s^UrxA+iy*

for every fixed a, as x-*-qo. Note that (6) is formally a much stronger condition

than (2) (set a — 0) ; one consequence of our results is that (2) and (6) are in fact

equivalent. For purposes of comparison, we record that T(A+1) is the bilateral

Laplace transform of k evaluated at A :

(7) r(A+l)=n   e-Mk(t)dt = jSPJfc(A).
J — CO

The goal of the present paper is to derive (4) and (3) from (2), making minimal

assumptions on k and/; this is the content of Theorem 1. Examples presented in §9

indicate that best results are to be obtained when neither k nor/are allowed to vary

sign ; thus k and / are assumed nonnegative, and further restrictions will be listed

in §1. A converse to Theorem 1 is the content of §8.

In §10, we use Theorem 1 to derive a recent result due to Edrei and Fuchs [2]. It

was this result that provided the impetus for the present work.

The final section is devoted to extending Theorem 1 to the situation that g(x),

defined by

(8) g(x) = j\x-y)f(y)dy

satisfies (2) (because of (1.6), this is not covered by Theorem 1). This is an important

special case, since Karamata's own characterization of functions of the form (4)

and (3) is that (8) and (2) are satisfied with / nonnegative and continuous, and

k{t) = e~si (/sîO) (the dependence on A and s is given in the statement of Theorem 6

in §11). Similar characterizations appear in Hardy-Rogosinski [5].

This paper is based on a portion of my doctoral dissertation written at Cornell

University; it is a pleasure to acknowledge the generous help and inspiration

supplied by Professor Wolfgang Fuchs. I wish also to thank Professors Harry

Pollard and Daniel Shea for several helpful suggestions.

1. Statement of Theorem 1.

Definition. A measurable function f(x) is in class J( if

(!)/(*) i=0;
(2) for every fixed a,

(1.1) /(*) < P-(a;f) < oo       (-co g x ¿ a);

(3) there exist S > 0 and x0 (which depend only on /) with

(1.2) f(x) > 8,       x > x0.
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Definition. Jt' consists of those functions f in Jt such that there exist e > 0,

a0 > 0 and x0 (depending only on /) with

(1.3) /(')//(*) > e,       x0 < x ¿ t <: x+a0.

For example, a positive increasing function is in Jt''. The major result is

Theorem 1. Let f be in Jt', and assume that k(t) is measurable and satisfies

(1.4) £Ck(s) = P e~stk(t) dt   exists if —a < s < p

for some positive o and p (it is not excluded that one or perhaps both of a and p be

infinite) whereas

(1.5)

(1.6)

Then from

(1.7)

follows that

(1.8)

where

(1.9)

In addition, A ( ̂  0) must satisfy

(1.10)

Sek(p) = £Ck(-a) = oo ;

k(t) > 0   almost everywhere.

f   k(x-y)f(y)dy = {L + o(l)mx)       (*-><x>)
J — 00

/(*) = e^Kx)

s £    j    >f>(x + a)      ,
for every fixed a,     .. .    ->• 1

&k(X) = L.

(x -*■ oo).

Remark. If/is assumed to be increasing, it is possible to simplify (1.4) by avoid-

ing any assumptions concerning the bilateral Laplace transform of k for negative

values of s. Condition (1.5) is used only in the proof of Lemmas 3 and 6; (1.6) is

needed in §§5 and 6.

With particular choices of the kernel k, some of (1.1)—(1.3) may be deleted. For

example, theg(;t) defined by (1) with any of the kernels mentioned in the introduction

always satisfies (1.3), so if g//"-H*L>0,/must also. Conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are

needed only to prove Lemma 2, and often that lemma can be established inde-

pendently, again making use only of properties of the kernel itself. For example,

this can be done directly with any of the particular kernels mentioned thus far, as

well as with one of the kernels considered in §10.
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Since (1.7) is an asymptotic relation, the inequalities derived will be valid only

for large values of x; we abbreviate this by "for x>x0". The letters C, K, etc.

will denote different constants in different contexts.

2. Preliminary lemmas and definitions. Assume (as will be shown in the corollary

following Lemma 7 of §4) that £>0. Then if /is in Jt and a is a real number,

define A (=A(a)) and % (=x(ß)) by

eA° = limsup{/(* + a)//(x)}
X -*oo

(2.1)
= hmsup{g(x+a)/g(x)},

¿c-*oo

e*a = liminf{/(jc+a)//(x)}
JC-+0O

(2.2)
= hmmi{g(x+a)/g(x)},

where, as usual, g(x) = J" k(x—y)f(y) dy. The latter equalities in (2.1) and (2.2)

are valid since g//-> L > 0. If/ is in JT, then v > - oo for every real a, and Lemma 8

yields that we may also assume A < oo.

Both A and x depend on the choice of a ; we compare them with A, the (real)

exponential type of/:

A = lim sup {log/(*)/*}
x-*oa

(2.3)
= hm sup {log g (*)/*}•

Ä-+00

Lemma 1. For every a > 0, x (=x(a)) = A = A ( = A(a)).

Proof. We show only that A g A, as the other inequality is more readily seen. If

A = A+2e(£>0), then there would exist r0 with g(r + a)/g(r)<e("-s)a (r>r0). In

particular, this is true when r0^r^r0 + a. Hence, for every natural number n,

(2.4) g(r + na)/g(r) < «"<*-«>•,       r0 < r ^ r0 + a.

Choose rlt r0<r1<r0 + a, with the property that

g(/i) ^ 1/2     sup     g(f)
>'o<'S''o + a

(if g were assumed continuous, the 1/2 could be replaced by 1); since g is also in M,

we may assume that r0 is sufficiently large to ensure that g(r1)>0.

Now if y>r0, find integer n such that r0+na<y¿r0 + (n+l)a, and then r* with

y=r*+na. Then, from (2.4)

g(y) < g(r*)e«-°*y-^

£ 2g(riyA_£X!/-ri>e|A-e|a

= Kef*''».
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Taking logarithms of both sides and letting y -*• oo leads to the definition (2.3)

being contradicted.

This lemma establishes the plan of attack : the goal is to show that

(2.5) y = A = A   for each a;

these equalities are equivalent to (1.8) and (1.9).

It is convenient to insert a lemma to be used in the asymptotic computations that

will be employed. The validity of this lemma provides the major reason for our

exclusive concern with class Jt. The proof is a trivial application of (1.1), (1.2) and

the integrability of k.

Lemma 2. Let f be in Jt. Then for any real R and a,

f   k(x-y)f(y + a)dy = o{f(x)}       (x-go).
J -  00

3. Exponential peaks and proof of Theorem 1. The asymptotic computations

necessary for our proofs are greatly simplified by isolating arbitrarily large intervals

in which the function / which is assumed to satisfy (1.7) is comparable to an

exponential function. A similar technique has been exploited in several recent

papers devoted to the Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions (e.g. [1]).

Definition. Let a and a be real numbers. A sequence {rm}m = i tending to oo is a

sequence of upper a-exponential peaks for/if

(3.1) f(t)^f(rm)e^-'m\l+o(l))

uniformly as r-*oo in the interval  -ma+rm^tSma + rm. Dually, a sequence

{sm}m = i tending to infinity is a sequence of lower a-exponential peaks for/if

(3.2) f(t)^f(sm)e^-^(l+o(l))

uniformly as i->oo in — ma + sm^t^ma + sm.

Theorem 2. Let a be any real number and let A = A(a) and x = x(a)> w'm ¡he

notation of (2.1) and (2.2). Then if a satisfies

(3.3) x ^ « ^ A,

there exist both upper and lower a-exponential peaks for f

The proof of this theorem occupies the major portion of this paper, and is

deferred to §§4-7 ; we assume its validity for the remainder of this section. It is in its

proof—particularly in the lemma of §6—that the strict positivity of k will be needed.

Now recall the number p determined by (1.5).

Lemma 3. For every a, A ( = A(a)) < p.
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Proof. Let {sm} be lower A-exponential peaks; these exist from Theorem 2.

Then, from (3.2), with <x = A and the nonnegativity of all functions considered, it

follows that

/•sm+rao

g(sJZ k(sm-y)f(y)dy
Jsm~ ma

* {1 + o(l)}/(Sm) P"   "" k(sm-y)e-"°» -* dy
Jsm-ma

= {1 +0(l)}/(Jm)|J"a Ht) e'" dtj-

Divide both sides of the inequality by f(sm), and let m -*- oo. Since g/f-+ L as

x-*-oo,

(3.4) L >  P   kit) i
J — oo

in particular, ££k(K) exists. Assumption (1.5) rules out the possibility that A = p.

If A were greater than p, this would contradict the fact that the domain of conver-

gence of a bilateral Laplace transform is a full vertical strip of the complex plane.

The bound on A just established leads at once to

Lemma 4. Let {xm} be any sequence tending to infinity, and let 17 be subject only to

(3.5) A < v < p,

where A = A(a)for some value ofa>0. Then there are constants C andm0, such that

f{y) è Cf{xm)e*»-X^       (m > m0).

Proof. It follows from (1.3) that for any real value of a there are constants K and

Xi with

(3.6) Kinïf(t)>f(x),

whenever xx<x^t^x+a. Since r¡> A, there is an x0 (>Xi) such that

(3.7) f(x+a)/f(x) < e"a       (x > x0).

Now if y^x>x0, choose x* in the interval (x, x+a] to satisfy y—ma=x*,

where m is a natural number. Then, iteration of (3.7) leads to f(y) < evmaf(x*),

which, upon taking (3.6) into account, becomes

f(y) < e^-^KXx)

< Ce*y-X)f(x).

Lemma 5. Let {xm} -> 00. Then

r      k(xm-y)f(y)dy = o(f(xm)).
Jxm + ma
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Proof. Otherwise, for some e > 0, there would be arbitrarily large values of m

for which
/•CO

eftxj < k(xm-y)f(y)dy
(3.8) m+ma

«•-ma

<Cf(xm)\       k(t)e-*dt;
J — 00

we are using the estimate derived in Lemma 4 and an elementary change of vari-

ables. Since ^Ck(7)) exists,

i
k(t)e'r,t dt < e/2C       (m>m1),

which, when substituted in (3.8) leads to a contradiction.

A similar result holds for the left "tail."

Lemma 6. Let {xm} -* oo. Then

2

Kxm-y)f(y) dy=o{f(xm)}.s:
Proof. The argument is similar to that given in Lemmas 3-5. By considering

lower x-exponential peaks, it follows that J?k(x) exists, so, using the notation of

(1.5), -ct<x- Then if t is any number with -ct<t<x, and R<y<x

Ry)< f(x)e-«x-»\

which when combined with Lemma 2 gives the lemma.

Consider now ä'k, the bilateral Laplace transform of k.

Theorem 3. Let a be any real number satisfying x = a = A- Then Sfk(a)=L.

Proof. Let {xm} be upper a-exponential peaks, and write

/•OO

g(xm) = k(xm-y)f(y)dy
J - 00

k(xm-y)f(y)dy+\ k(xm-y)f(y) dy
J - «> Jxm-ma

+ T       k(xm-y)f(y)dy.
Jxm + ma

Lemmas 5 and 6 imply that the first and third terms on the right side of this equality

are o(g(xm)). Thus, from (3.1),

/•*„ + mo

g(xm) = o(g(xm))+ Kxm-y)f(y) dy
Jxm~ mo

fxm+ma

< o(g(xm)) +f(xm) e-«** -*k(xm-y) dy
Jxm~ma

Jma
e-«k(t) dt.

- ma
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Divide both sides byf(xm) and let m -*■ oo. Since g/f^-L, L^áCk(a), and the re-

verse inequality follows exactly as in the proof of (3.4), upon replacing A by a.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose for some a, \ (=x(fl)) < A (=A(a)). Then for all

real ot in the interval x = a = A, SCk(a)—L. But J?k(s) is an analytic function of j

in the strip of convergence. Hence,

SCk(s) = r   e-^kit) dt = L,       0 < Re (s) < P.
J— CO

Differentiation under the integral sign is permitted, and so

(&k)'(s) = - f  e-sttk{t)dt a 0
J- 00

in the strip of convergence. This cannot happen unless A: is a null function [10], and

this possibility is explicitly ruled out by (1.6). Thus x = A = A for every a; this is

merely (2.5), so Theorem 1 is proved.

4. This and the next three sections are devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. In

addition, it will be shown that £>0, where L is determined by (1.7).

The assumption (1.3) that there exist a0, x0 such that

(4.1) fU)lf(x) > e,       xo < x á tú x+a0,

for class J(' may seem one-sided. We first show that if/ is in J(' and g(x)/f(x)->L,

then L>0 and (4.1) is equivalent to the existence of an 17(e)>0, given e>0, with

(4.2) f(t)lf(x) <l+e,        X0 < X á t è X + r,(e).

Lemma 7. Iff is in J(', then there are constants C ( > 0) and y ( > 0) with

(4.3) /(j;) ^ Ce-«»-*y(x),      y^x> x0.

Proof. Choose e,0<e< 1, and a0 as in (1.3), and define y by e = e~ya°. If n is a

positive integer and x+na0^y<x+(n+l)a0, then from

f(y) =ñx + a0) f(x + 2a0) f(y)

fix)        f(x)      f(x+a0)      f(x+na0)

follows that

f(y) ê e-Maoe-«y-xf(x).

We are now able to settle an issue left unresolved at the beginning of §2:

Corollary. Iff is in Jt', k(f) satisfies (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6), and

¡W  k(x-y)f{y)dy = {L+o(\)}f(x),       (*->oo),
J — 00

thenL>0.
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Proof. Indeed, using the last lemma, if a>0 and x>x0,

g{x)=  f   k(x-y)f(y)dy

> j"k(x-y)f(y)dy

> Cf(x) f   k(t)e-*dt
J—  CO

= Caf(x);

thus, L ä Ca.

A weak form of (4.2) may now be established :

Lemma 8. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then for each a>0,

there are numbers K(=K(a)) and x0 (=x0(a)) such that

(4.4) /(')//(*) < K,       x0 < x g t ¿ x+a,

(4.5) g(t)/g(x) < K,      x0 < x ¿ t g x+a.

Proof. It is clear from the last corollary that (4.4) and (4.5) each imply the other.

Choose any t in the interval (x, x + a). Then, making use of Lemma 7, and the

positivity of all functions considered,

g(x)> j" k(x-y)f(y)dy

> Cf(t) \'a e-^k(y)dy
J — oo

> (Ca/2L)g(t),

with a>0, in view of (1.6). Thus, when x>x0, g(t)/g(x)<(Ca)¡2L.

5. Proof of (4.2). For each a > 0, set

(5.1) M(a;/) = limsup{   sup    f(t)/f(x)\.

(Note from (2.1) that M(a;f)^eAa.) Clearly M(a;f) = M(a;g)^l, and the last

lemma ensures that M(a;f)<oo\ As a decreases to zero, M(a;f) also decreases.

Hence M=lima„0+ M(a;f) = lima..0+ M(a;g) exists, and (4.2) asserts that

M=l.

If, in fact, M were greater than 1, then there would exist sequences {xn} -*■ oo and

{i„} | 0 with

(5.2) g(xn + tn)/g(xn) ̂ M=l+H,       H>0.
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Choose y>0 so that if £is any measurable subset of (0, 1) of measure ïïi,

(5.3) f k{t) dt > 2Ly,
Je

and then determine h ( > 0) by

(5.4) h = il+H)-il+H)112.

Finally, since / is in J(', there exist e > 0 and a0 > 0 with

(5.5) fiy)lfix) > e

if x0^xSySx+a0.

For any £ > 0, and a, 0 < a < a0, the inequalities

fW(x)<M+(,

giOlgix) < M+i

hold when R<x^t^x+a for some P. Choose f to satisfy

(5.7) 0 < | < ney,

where the constants on the right side of (5.7) are determined by (5.3), (5.4) and

(5.5). By appropriate relabelling if necessary, assume xn>R and tn<\a

(n = 1,2,...). Finally, define

(5.8) EU) = {y;-\ú y-xn g 0,fiy+tn) è iM+0ll2f(y)}-

Since (5.6) implies

M+tZfiy+2tn)/fiy)

= {fiy+2tn)/fiy+tn)}{fiy+tn)/fiy)},

it follows that if — 1 ̂  y—xn S 0, either y or y + tn is in £n(f ). Thus, the measure of

EU) is at least 1/2.

However,
Joo

kixn + tn-y)fiy)dy
- 00

= r   Kxn-y)fiy+tn)dy,
J— 00

so (5.6) and Lemma 2 lead to

gixn + tn)ú f   kixn-y)fiy + tn)dy + iM+0 f"   ¿(*n-j0/(>0 ¿J
J — oo J — oo

(5.9) +f      A:(xn-j){/(^+/n)-(A/+í)/(j)}^

= {M+| + 0(l)}g(;cn) + f       /c(xn-j){/(j + in)-(^+0/(^)} ¿V,
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and this last term requires further attention. From the definition (5.8) of £„(£), it is

negative, and since En($) has measure at least 1/2, (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) show that

f     k(xn -y){f(y + Q -(M+ Ç)f(y)) dy
JEn(0

í-h\     k(xn-y)f(y)dy

S -hef(xn)-2Ly

g -heyg(xn)       (n > n0).

Upon incorporating this estimate in (5.9), it follows that

(5.10) g(xn + tn) Ú {M+t-hey + o(l)}g(xn)       (n > nQ).

Now divide both sides of (5.10) by g(xn), and let n -*■ oo. The choice of f in (5.7)

ensures that

UmSUpg(xn + tn)/g(xn) <  M—q
x-*<n

for some -q > 0, and this contradicts (5.2).

Remark. Let Jt" be the subclass of Jt consisting of those functions for which

there exist K, a0 ( > 0) and x0 with

(5.11) f(t)lf(x) < K < oo       (x>x0)

when x^t¿x+a0, and consider the statement of Theorem 1 with /assumed in

Jt" instead of Jt'. Inequality (4.2) makes this seem a weaker hypothesis, but the

arguments of §§4 and 5 easily generalize to show that for e > 0, there would exist

an a > 0 with

(5.12) /(')//(*) > 1+e,       JC0 < x g t g x + a.

Thus, if /is in Jt, k satisfies (1.4)—(1.6) and g(x)/f(x)-+L, conditions (4.1) and

(4.2) are equivalent.

6. The main lemma. Let a ( > 0) be fixed in the present section, and define

N(=N(a)) and v(=v(a)) by

N = lim sup g (x+a)/'g (x),
X-+00

v = liminfg(-x: + a)/c?(x).
JC-»oo

Clearly, from (4.1), (5.1) and Lemma 8, -oo<v^N^M(a;g)<oo. (In the

notation of (2.1) and (2.2), N=eAa and v = exa.) The next lemma parallels Lemma 1

of [2].

Lemma 9. Consider sequences {xk} and {yk} tending to infinity with

„,, g(Xk+a)/g(xk)->N,
(o.l)

g(yk+a)lg(yk)-+v.
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I. Then, given A (>0) and e (>0),

(6.2) g(s+a)/g(s) > N-e

whenever xk — A¿s^xk+A, k>K0(A, e, a).

II. Similarly,

g(s+a)/g(s)<v + e

whenever

yk-A¿s^yk + A,       k>K0(A,e,a).

Proof. Only I will be discussed. If it were false, then for some r¡ > 0, there would

be arbitrarily large values of £ with g(s+a)<(N— 3rf)g(s) for s=sk in the interval

[xk — A,xk + A]. Discard all values of k for which such an sk fails to exist, and

renumber the remaining xk (and corresponding sk) from 1 to oo.

Now select 0, 0< B<\, such that

(N-3v)(l + 8)(l-6)-2 < N-2V,

and next, in accord with (4.2) and (5.12), choose ct>0 so that g satisfies

g(x)(i-e)<g(t)<(\ + e)g(x)

whenever xQ<x^t^x+a. Then if sk^y^sk + a,

g(y+d) = g(sk+a) g(y+a) g(sk)

g(y) g(Sk)    g(sk+a) g(y)

g(sk+a) g(sk+a+a)
(6.3) S (1-8)

•2 :

g(Sk)       g(sk + a)

g (N-3r))(l + 0)(l-0)-2

< N-2r¡

if k is sufficiently large.

Since, by (1.6), k>0 a.e., there is a y>0 such that if E is an interval of length o

contained in the interval —A — a^t^A,

(6.4) f k(t) dt > y.

Finally, we find K>0 such that if — A ̂ t^A and y>y0,

(6.5) g(y + t) > Kg(y);

this is possible in view of (4.2) and (5.12).

Suppose i is determined by

(6.6) 0 < ( < (l/2L)r¡yK.
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Then there is an R = P(£) with the property that when t > R,

(6.7) git+a) < iN+OgiO,

and

(6.8) fit+a) < iN+t)fit).

In view of (6.3) and the Tauberian assumption (1.7), we may assume that R is so

large that

(6.9) fit+a) < iN-r,)fit)

provided

R < xk-A £ sk i t á Sk + a g Xk+A+a.

As we saw in §5,

(6.10) gixk+a)=r   kixk-y)fiy+a)dy,
J - oo

so we deduce from (6.8) that

(6.11)

f kixk-y)fiy+a)dy < {N+Ç} f k(xk-y)f(y)dy
Jr Jb

fk " kixk-y){fiy+a)-iN+Oñy)} dy,+
J*k

and that last integral invites further attention. It is negative and, in view of (6.4)

and (6.9), does not exceed

-if+v) ["*' KXk-y)f(y) dy =£ -H+v) {0Jnfff /('*+«)} JT*' Kxk-y) dy

Jxic-sk-a

(6.12)
a —vç-ryjJi-yy* j

Jxk-Sk

è -ii + ri)igis*)/2Lyy

when k is large; j* is a point in [sk, sk + a) for which/(s*)^ 4/3 infosusff/(jk + M).

Inequality (6.5) implies that gis*)> Kgixk). We incorporate this estimate of gis*)

in (6.12). Thus,

r kixk-y)fiy + a)dy fi {N+Ç} f" kixk-y)fiy)dy-il/2L)ii + r,)Kygixk),
Jb Jb

and we use this in (6.10). Upon incorporating Lemma 2 into the above calculations,

it follows that

gixk+a)è f   kixk-y)fiy)dy+iN+í)gixk)-il/2L)iÍ+r,)Kygixk)
J — oo

(6.13)
è {oil) + iN+0-imDvYK}gixk).
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Now divide both sides of (6.13) by g(xk), and let k->ao. Since £ was chosen to

satisfy (6.6), assumption (6.1) is contradicted.

Remark. The result of this lemma holds also for/ since g/f^-L>0. Thus,

given A, e>0,

(6.14) f(s+a)/f(s) > N-e

whenever

(6.15) xk — A < s Ú xk+A,       k > K0(A,e,a),

and f(s+a)/f(s)<v+e whenever yk-A^s^yk+A, k>K0(A, e, a).

7. Exponential peaks: Proof of Theorem 2. We return to the definitions of

exponential peaks of §3 and of the constants x(=x(o)) and A(=A(a)) of §2.

There are three cases to be considered.

Case 1. a = A. First choose a sequence {uk} tending to infinity with

lim/(Mfc+a)//(«fc) = e^\
fc-0

It follows from (6.14) and (6.15) that for each integer m,

(7.1) ^ - 1'<m+1)2 < /(/+a)lf(t) < eKa+1«"+1)2

provided

uk—(m + \)a Í i^ Mfc + (w+l)a,       k > k0.

Let u'm be a value of um large enough to imply u^ — ma^m, and then determine

rm and sm so that u'm^rm, smSu'm+a and

(7.2) (1 + l/m)-f(rm)e-^ ^ sup f(t)e~",

(7.3) (1 - l/m)-f(sm)e-^ g inf/(í)e-At,

for u'm g t g u'm+a. (If/were known to be continuous, the factors (1 ± l/m) could be

replaced by 1.) We shall prove that the {rm} are upper A-exponential peaks; the

reader will be able to adapt these arguments suitably to show that the {sm} are lower

A-exponential peaks.

If —ma+rmStSrm+ma, t will satisfy

(7.4) -(m + l)a+H; Ú t g (m+\)a+u'm.

Suppose first that

(7.5) u'm^tè rm+ma;

thus,

t = u'm + (y+n)a

where

(7.6) Oáním,   Ogygl.
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The second inequality in (7.1) implies that forj= \,2,...,n,

nun+(y +j- l)a)eAa+1/(m +1)2 > fiu'n + (y +j)a),

so, upon combining these n inequalities,

/(0^/(«;+ya)eAna+n/(m+1)2

ifiu'm+ya)eAna+xl(m+1\

If (7.2) is incorporated with (7.7), it follows that

/(/) è firm)e*«-^{e™m+1Xl + l/m)}

which proves (3.1) if / satisfies (7.5). If

(7.8) rm-maèi â u'n,

we write

' = u'm-iy+n)a

where (7.6) holds. The left inequality of (7.1) shows that fory'= 1,2,..., (n+1),

/(«; + (l -y-j)a)e^-^^ < fiu'm + i2-y-j)a),

so combining these inequalities,

fit) </(«; + (l-y)a>-('l + 1,Ao-1'(m + 1'.

After (7.2) is taken into account, this becomes

/(') < /í/m)eA(í-'".){e1'('" + 1>(l + l/m)}

when t satisfies (7.8). Thus, Theorem 2 is proved for the special case <* = A.

Case 2. a=x- A development dual to that of case 1 produces the required

peaks.

Case 3. x<«<A. We first produce the upper peaks. Let {Vm} be upper A-

exponential peaks and {Tn} be upper x-exponential peaks. By suppressing some of

these, it is possible to assume that T1<V1<T2<V2- ■ ■.

Consider the auxiliary function Fix)=fix)e~ax. For each natural number m,

choose Rm with the property that Rm is in Im and

£(Pm)(l + l/m)^sup£(/);

we are denoting by Im the interval [Vm-ma, Tm + 1 + ma]. The desired upper peaks

{rm} may now be selected :

rm = Vm       if   Vm-ma ï Rn g Vm

= Rm       if   Vm< Rm< Tm + 1

= Jm + 1   if   Tm+1 Ú Rmè Tm+1+ma.

Inequality (3.1) is certainly satisfied when rm = Rm. Suppose, however, that

Vm — ma^Rm¿ Vm. It is only necessary to prove that

P(/m)e£(Pm)(l+0(l)).
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Since the Vm are upper A-exponential peaks,

f(Rm) â f (¥^^-^(1+0(1)),

so, noting that Rm g Vm, A ^ 0 and rm = Vm, it follows that

F(rm)=f(rm)e-<»»

= f(Vm)e-°v»

^/(/O^0'"'-*"•>-«Ml+0(1))

^f(Rm)e"^-^-a^(l+o(l))

= f(Rm)e-"*>»(l+o(l))

= F(Rm)(l + o(l)).

A similar argument applies when Tm + i^Rm^Tm+1+ma, in which case rm = Rm,

so the {rk} are upper a-exponential peaks.

The lower peaks are constructed analogously, using the intervals Jm = [tm—ma,

vm + ma] where ti < t?! < t2 < v2 ■ ■ ■, the {im} are lower y-exponential peaks, and the

{vm} are lower A-exponential peaks. We omit the details.

8. A converse to Theorem 1. Let k(x) be a nonnegative function whose bilateral

Laplace transform exists when — 8<s<p¿co, with 8, p>0 (note that (1.6) is not

needed). Let ^(x) be any nonnegative function with the property that

(8.1) i/i(x+a)/tli(x)-+ 1   for every a, x -*• oo.

Next, define

(8.2) /(*) = e^(x),

and assume that

(8.3) f(x) is in Jt

(thus (1.3) need not be assumed). Note that (8.1) implies that if 77 <0, evt<fi(t) ->• 0,

so if/is to be in Jt, it follows that A^O.

Theorem 4. Let f satisfy (8.3) and (8.2) (where >/i satisfies (8.1)). If g is defined by

/•oo

g(x) =       k(x-y)f(y)dy,
J — 00

then as x -*■ 00, g(x)/f(x) -*■ L, where

L = &k(\) = r  e~uk(t) dt > 0.
J - 00

Remark. If either A > 0 or / is monotone increasing it is possible to drop the

condition that &k(s) exist when - S < s ̂  0 (8 > 0).

The proof of Theorem 4 depends on a property of a function <l>{x) satisfying (8.1)

that was discovered by Karamata [6] (for an independent proof, see Besicovitch's

lemma in [5]).
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Lemma 10 (Karamata). Let </i(x) be a real-valued function for which (8.1) holds.

Then i/>ix + a)/tpix) -> 1 uniformly, as x -> oo, in any interval —A^a^A.

Proof of Theorem 4.   The theorem claims, after simple manipulation, that

(8.4) i"   kix-y)e^-x\ibiy)/^ix)-l}dy < 5e.
J —  CO

Let A>0, to be determined later, and partition the range of integration in (8.4)

into ix+A, oo), ix — A, x+A), and (-oo, x — A), denoting these corresponding

integrals by Ilt I2, and 73.

Consider first Ix. We find an A0 with the property that

(8.5) I*"0   kix-y)e~Mx-y)dy < e       iA>A0,x>x0)
Jx + A

and

(8.6) I""   kix-y)e-Mx-^iy)ay < eftx)       iA > A0, x > x0).
Jx + A

Inequality (8.5) is immediate since ä'kiX) exists. To see that an A0 may be chosen

to satisfy (8.6), choose r¡>0 to satisfy A+77--/J, and then find x0 sufficiently large

so that

(8.7) ipix+u)/>Kx) < e«

when 0 g u ¿ 1 and x > x0 ; this follows from Lemma 6. An analogue of Lemma 4

yields that if y^x^x0, ipiy)< Cev(y'x)ipix), from which (8.6) follows at once.

For any fixed A, I2 < e if x is sufficiently large since

kit)e-M{<rix-t)/>l>ix)-\} ->0

as x -> 00, dominated (for large x) by 2kit)e~Át e L\.

We turn to I3 and (after a change of variables) show that A-± and x0 exist with the

property that f" /:(í>"AÍ í/í < e (^ > A{) and

(8.8) I"" kit)e-xl{<l>ix-t)/</>ix)} dt < e       iA > Au x > x0).

Only the proof of (8.8) need be given. Choose e*, 0<e*<A + S (recall that AäO).

An argument dual to that which led to Lemma 4 yields that there is an Xx with

</iiu)<Cee'<v~u)i/iiv), Xx<u^v. Let u=x—t and v=x; then the last inequality

becomes

(8.9) >Kx-t) < Cee,t*Pix),       0 ^ t < x-xv

Next, using (1.2), determine x0 i>xj such that

(8.10) fix) > r, > 0,       x > xQ.
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Finally, if t>x—x0, (1.1) implies that

(8.11) /(*-/) < tiXolf) < oo.

Then if x>x0, estimates (8.9), (8.10) and (8.11) show that the integral in (8.8)

is majorized by

C f* *° e-^-^k^dt+^f'P r    k(t)dt
Ja J (X)    Jx- x0

<; {p.(x0)h + C}^ e-«-"»k(t)dt+£ k(t)dty

But both k(t) and e~iÁ~e,)t k(t) are in Lj(0, oo), and so (8.8) can be made as small

as desired, when x > x0, if A is sufficiently large.

9. Some counterexamples.   We give two examples to show that the conclusion

of Theorem 1 need not follow from the condition

r k(x-y)f(y)dy = {L+o(l)}f(x)

if either k or/assumes both positive or negative values.

Let h(t) (0 è t ̂  2) be a continuous function satisfying

(9.1) h(l-u) = h(l+u),       0 g u S 1,

(9.2) h(0) = h(2) = 0,

and, given A > 0, define k(t) for all values of t by

(9.3) k(t) = CneMh(t-2n),

when 2n¿t¿2n + 2, n = 0, ±1, ±2,.... The C„ are positive numbers chosen so

that k fulfills (1.4), (1.5) (for some P> A).

Suppose we no longer insisted that k be of constant sign. It is then easy to find an

h defined on [0, 2] which satisfies (9.1), (9.2), vanishes for only four values of t,

and satisfies

(9.4) f h(t) dt= [ h(t) cos nt dt = ß > 0.
Jo Jo

Let/(/) = eA'(^ + sin irt), where A > A_1(l +tt); then/is nonnegative and increasing,

so in Jt. Note, however, that/is not of the form eMt/>(t), where <¡¡(t) satisfies (1.3).

However

g(x)= f  k(x-y)f(y)dy

= r f(x-y)k(y)dy
J— CO

/•oo

= eMx " V){A+sin TTX cos -ny - cos nx sin rry}k(y) dy.
J- CO
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Upon writing this last term as three individual integrals, and observing (9.1), (9.2)

and (9.4), it follows readily that g(x)={ß-2 Cn}fix).

If k is always to be nonnegative but / is allowed to vary sign, consider fix)

= eKx sin TTX, let h be positive and satisfy (9.1) and (9.2), and define k as in (9.3).

Then, gix)={ß 2 Cn}fix), although/is not of the form eAx>pix), where >p satisfies

(1.3).
The same examples show that k and / may not vary sign if we are to draw the

conclusion of Theorem 1 from the assumption that

i" kix-y)fiy)dy = {L+o(l)}f{x),
Jo

which is considered in §11.

10. An application of Theorem 1 to entire functions.   Let /be an entire function

of the complex variable z, and let Af(r) = maxU| =r |/(z)|. The order A of/is defined

by

.      .. log log Mir)
A = hm sup    ° . °—"»

r-.=o logr

and we assume here that 0 < A < 1.

Finally, let n(r) denote the number of zeros of/ in \z\£t (for convenience, we

assume/(0)= 1) and

Valiron [9] proved that if all the zeros of/are real and negative, then either of

(10.1) n(r) ~ rVW        (r-*oo)

or

(10.2) N(r) ~ A-V*0(r)       (r-*oo)

where <fi satisfies (3) are equivalent to

(10.3) log Mir) - log/(r) ~ {* csc irA}r*ftr)       (r —■ oo).

We have the complementary result, essentially due to Edrei and Fuchs [2]:

Theorem 5. Iff is of order A, 0 < A < 1, with all zeros real and negative, then either

of the conditions

(10.4) log Mir)/nir) -+L > 0       (r-*oo)

or

(10.5) logM(r)/Af(r)->L/A > 0       (r^oo)

imply that

(10.6) log Mir) = rAtpir)
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where for each fixed a > 0,

(10.7) 0(")/0í/)-l       (r-oo).

Further, A ¿s determined by

(10.8) L  =  77CSC7tA.

Proof. We use the classical formula [8]

logM(r) = loef(r) = r[T0?-)dt

which becomes, after an integration by parts

l0gM(r) = rf(7Tr7^

Now let r = ex, t = ey, and define m(x), M(x) and G(x) by m(;c)=n(e*)> M(x) = N(ex)

and G(x)=log M(ex). The formulas become

(10.9) G(x)= r   kl(x-y)m(y)dy
J — CO

and

(10.10) 6W=r^-^)MW4
*/ — oo

with

(10.11) *i(0-0+«~,)~1

and

(10.12) k2(t) = (é + 2 + e-i)-\

Both m and M are positive and increasing, so certainly in Jt', and k2 clearly

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Since (10.4) states that G(x)/m(x) -+■ L,

Theorem 1 applied to (10.10) yields that log M(r) satisfies (10.6) and (10.7).

Theorem 1 may not be applied at once to the situation (10.9), as k^t) is not

integrable. However, the condition/(0) / 0 implies that m(y) vanishes to the left

of y=K, for some K. This leads to a direct proof of Lemma 2, which was the only

place where the integrability of k was needed. Hence, (10.6) and (10.7) follow from

(10.9) and (10.5).

Finally, (10.8) is merely a restatement of (1.9) with the kernels in (10.11) and

(10.12); it can, of course, be established independently by use of a standard contour

integral.

11. We now show that the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds when g is defined by

(11.1) g(x) = j*k(x-y)f(y)dy.
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Theorem 6. Letfs J(', and assume that kit) is in Lx and

(11.2) kit) > 0, o.e.,       0 ^ t < oo,

and let

s:^kit) dt
Jo

be finite only when —o<s,for some a, 0<o-^oo. Then from

(11.3) f* kix-y)fiy) dy = {L+o(l))f(x)       (*-* oo),

with L>0, follows that

(11.4) f(x) = e^ix)

where

(11.5) /or every fixed a, 4>ix+a)/tpix) -> 1,   (x ->- oo).

/n addition, A ( ä 0) satisfies

" e~Mkit)dt = L.r
Remark. It is necessary to assume explicitly that L>0; (11.3) is satisfied with

L=0 when/0c)=e*2 and A: is any Lx function.

The arguments of §§2-7 apply with minor modifications to this situation; we

sketch the details. §2 deals only with properties of functions in JC, so may be

carried over verbatim. However, the notion of exponential peaks must be revised :

Definition. Let a and a be real numbers. A sequence {rm}£=1 tending to oo is a

sequence of upper a-quasi-exponential peaks for/if

(11.6) fit)ú /(/•>"«-'»XI + o(l))

uniformly as t ->- oo in the interval

(11.7) -ma + r, S í á r,.

Dually a sequence {sm} tending to infinity is a sequence of lower a-quasi-exponential

peaks for/if

(11.8) fit)ïfism)e^-^H+oil))

uniformly as / -> oo in the interval

(11.9) -ma+sm £ t £ i».

The major revision is that (11.6) and (11.8) only hold on one side of the peaks

(11.7) and (11.9). This is not surprising, since (11.1) shows that gix) depends on the

behavior of/(j) only for já x. Theorems 2 (with quasi-exponential peaks instead
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of exponential peaks) and 3 and the proof of Theorem 1 are all applicable ; the

proof of Theorem 3 in this context is easily adapted from the discussion of §3. A

major simplification is that the discussion in §3 culminating in Lemma 5 is un-

necessary as the form (11.1) shows.

The analogues of the results of §4 are valid also, but the order of discussion and

the proofs must be revised.

Lemma 11. If the hypotheses of Theorem 6 are satisfied, then for each a>0 there

exist K and x0 such that

(11.10) f(t)lf(x)<K,       x0<x¿t^x+a,

(11.11) g(t)lg(x) < K,       x0 < x ^ t ^ x+a.

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma only when a is sufficiently small; we assume

throughout the proof that a < a0, determined by (1.3). Choose Xj with the property

that

(11.12) f(t)lf(x) > e,

(11.13) g(t)/g(x) > e

when x±<xèt^x+a, and a<a0. Then, using Lemma 2,

g(x) = ^k(x-y)f(y)dy

> e i"     k(x-y)f(y-a) dy + f*1 k(x-y)f(y) dy
Jxi + a JO

= e j* k(x-y)f(y-a) dy+o(g(x)),

so

(11.14) g(x) > e j*"a k(x + a-y)f(y) dy + o(g(x)).

On the other hand, from (11.12)

(11.15) J^ o k(x+a-y)f(y)dy < e-*f(x+a)^   k(t)dtj,

so combining (11.14) and (11.15) leads to

/vr + o

g(x+a) = J '     k(x+a -y)f(y) dy

< (e-' + o(l))g(x) + {J2oa k(t) dt}e-*f(x + a)

< (e-1 + o(l))g(x) + ^a k(t) dt^Ly^x+a).
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Since e is independent of a, so long as a < a0, the lemma follows from choosing a

with

f " kit) dt < \<?L.

The proof of the stronger property that given r¡ > 0 there exist v > 0 with

/(/)//(*)< 1+*?,       giOlgix) < l+v,

when x0<xèt^x+vis easily adapted from the corresponding derivation in §5.

The lemma of §6 appears as

Lemma 12. Let a > 0 be fixed and define N (=Nia)) and v ( = via)) by

N = lim sup gix+a)/gix)       ( < oo),

v = lim inf gix+a)/gix)        ( > 0).
*-*oo

Consider sequences {xk} and {yk} tending to infinity with

giXk+a)lgixk) -*■ N,       giyk+a)/giyk) -* v.

I. Then, given Ai>0)andei>0),

g(i+fl)/g(j) > N-e

whenever

xk-A ^ s ^ xk,      k > KoiA, e, a).

II. Similarly,

gis+a)/gis) < v+E

whenever

yk-A ^ s S yk,       k > K0 iA, e, a).

The proof of this lemma as well as the construction of the relevant exponential

peaks, follows as did their counterparts in §§6 and 7. The examples of §8 apply also

to the present situation.
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